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From the Chairman 

Fellow Members of Our 

Committee and Friends of Our 

Party,  

As the days warm up and spring 

turns into summer, we find ourselves at the 

beginning of the election cycle that will 

determine if conservative Republicans have 

chosen to give up or, instead, gather our 

forces, assess the damages, learn from the 

lessons of 2020, and commit ourselves to 

victory in 2022. 

Our Committee will meet again on Monday, 

May 24th, exactly 365 days from the 2022 

Republican Primary.  This is the day when, 

by Alabama law, candidates may begin 

accepting political donations that will fund 

their efforts to publicize their campaigns and 

inform voters.  While several candidates have 

already been campaigning, this will be the 

beginning of the season when we can 

materially support our fellow citizens who 

have bravely chosen to put their hats in the 

ring and subject themselves to public scrutiny 

for the opportunity to serve as leaders of a 

free society.  Let this day serve as an 

encouragement to support and contribute 

now so that our candidates may grasp and 

maintain the advantage as we head into the 

fall of 2022 and Election Day on November 

8th. 

Let’s also not forget that our Party, which has 

become a real resource and support of 

Republican candidates, must use this time in 

the summer of a non-election year to 

revitalize our communications and raise 

funds to prepare for next election.  Key 

events for us will be Constitution Day on 

September 17th, and the Alabama State Fair 

on September 21-26.  Our annual dinner on 

Constitution Day has become an event that 

raises awareness in our local community and 

across our state while also bringing in 

contributions that we’ve invested in 

successful marketing campaigns for the Party 

and our candidates.  The State Fair is by far 

the best opportunity to meet residents who 

may never otherwise have had a conversation 

about politics with a member of the 

Republican Party.  Making these events 

successful will take careful planning and hard 

work, and we will need volunteers to help.   

I want everyone who can help to let me know.  

I am asking people to serve on 

subcommittees for both the Fair and 

Constitution Day, but if no one has asked 

you, please don’t hesitate to email or call if 

you want to be a part. 

The next meeting of the CCREC will take 

place on May 24th at 6:30pm in the back 

meeting room at Donna and Friends 

Restaurant, located at 1325 Avalon Ave, 

Muscle Shoals. 

Watch Facebook and your email for more 

information about coming events and 

opportunities. 

Phill Green, Chairman, CCREC 

My Trip to Washington and Some 

Exposure for CCREC on the Hill (at least 

close to it) 

I couldn’t send out the newsletter this month 

without telling everyone about my recent trip 

to D.C. and my visit with Coach, now Senator 

Tuberville.  I was in Washington on other 

business, but I decided I couldn’t pass the 

opportunity to see our newest Senator, who 

many of us remember visiting our CCREC 
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field office in Cherokee 

where he signed 

footballs and Trump 

2020 hats and patiently 

stood for photos with the 

Republicans who came 

to see him.   

I contacted the senator’s 

scheduler, Mrs. Taylor Stephens, who was 

able to find a time when we 

could both meet.  Taylor 

was extremely helpful and 

told me to come to the 

Russell Senate Office 

Building, where she met 

me at the entrance and 

escorted me through 

security.  The Russell building is just across 

the street from the Capitol, which was still 

surrounded by the high temporary fencing 

that had been put there just after January 6th.   

As Taylor and I walked down the hall toward 

the senator’s office, I saw a group of military 

officers gathered in front of the door who had 

just emerged from a meeting with him.  Sen. 

Tuberville currently serves on both the 

Armed Services and Veterans Affairs 

committees, and Taylor, who has worked for 

other legislators, told me that she has been 

surprised by how quickly he has adapted to 

the environment of the Capitol and quickly 

established important relationships.  This will 

no doubt serve Alabama well as Sen. 

Tuberville works to keep the United States 

Space Command located at Redstone 

Arsenal.   

While I waited for the senator to get back to 

the office from another meeting, I met and 

spoke with more members of his staff, 

including senior advisor and state coordinator 

Jordan Doufexis, and chief of staff Stephen 

E. Boyd.  Everyone was extremely engaging 

and we exchanged contact information as 

they encouraged me to reach out to them 

anytime.  I assured them that our county 

wants to continue to support Sen. 

Tuberville’s efforts to represent Alabama, 

and assured them that our Committee wants 

to be a source of communication between his 

office and our local community. 

We didn’t have a lot of time to talk, but I 

presented Sen. Tuberville with a CCREC 

mug and an associate membership card.  I 

made sure he knew that we are aware of how 
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critical his race had been, realizing that if 

Doug Jones had remained in the Senate, a 49-

51 Democrat majority would have been 

disastrous for the Nation.   

I’m in communications with the Tuberville 

staff, and I have invited him or one of them 

to attend our Constitution Day dinner in 

September.   

May Agenda 

The Committee will approve minutes from 

the March 22nd meeting and treasurer report 

for May during the upcoming meeting.  We 

will also continue discussing plans for 2021, 

including the State Fair and Constitution Day 

Dinner.  I will present a budget to use for the 

Constitution Day Dinner and ask for 

approval.   

Upcoming Events 

Following is the most current calendar of 

events for the Committee.  The primary focus 

of activities will center around qualification 

of candidates for the important roles of 

sheriff, district judge, coroner, district 

attorney, and members of the county board of 

education for districts 1&6. 

Keep these dates in mind when planning your 

individual and campaign calendars. 

Colbert County Committee Events Calendar 

Date Event 

May 24, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

June 28, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

July 26, 2021 

CCREC regular meeting 

Guest: Greg Cook Candidate 

for Alabama Supreme Court 

August 23, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

September 17, 2021 Constitution Day Dinner 

September 21-26, 

2021 
North Alabama State Fair 

September 27, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

October 25, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

November 22, 2021 CCREC regular meeting 

Jan 2022 

Qualification for Sheriff, 

Colbert Board of Ed dist 

1&6, Coroner, District Court 

Judge, District Attorney,  

May 24, 2022 Primary Election 

November 8, 2022 General Election 

CCREC Special Events for 2021 

North Alabama State Fair 

The state fair will be held beginning Tuesday, 

September 21st through Sunday, September 

26th.  The fair was cancelled for 2020, but it 

is back on this year, and CCREC will be 

there.  Our Committee has operated a booth 

in the exhibit hall for several years and this 

has been an excellent opportunity to meet 

voters and potential supporters and their 

families in a comfortable atmosphere that is 

less intimidating than a political meeting. 

Candidates and Committee members, 

including associate members, are welcome to 

help set up and staff the booth this year.  We 

will create a subcommittee of volunteers and 

I’ll send out more information about how to 

sign up and help out in coming issues of this 

newsletter as well as by email and Facebook. 

Constitution Day 2021 

This year we are planning to celebrate the 

234th anniversary of the United States 

Constitution on September 17th.  Details are 

still being worked out and our subcommittee 

is already arranging for a great speaker and a 

top-notch venue.  To get started we will 
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present a budget to the CCREC at the meeting 

on May 24th.  We hope to have an even bigger 

crowd than last year and to continue to grow 

this event that has been an opportunity for the 

people of Colbert County to meet and 

celebrate with Republicans from across 

Alabama and the Nation.  We will start 

selling tickets and accepting sponsorships in 

July and we are counting on the generosity of 

our supporters to make this event the 

platform from which we’ll kick off our 

campaign to sweep the elections for 

Republicans again in 2022!   

Look for more information in emails and on 

Facebook about special events coming up. 

A Colbert County Platform for Judicial 

and Law Enforcement Offices 

I continue to discuss among Party members 

and supporters items for a Colbert County 

platform for judicial and law-enforcement 

races in 2022.   

In the March issue I gave some justifications 

for expanding eligibility to individuals who 

live outside the county borders to become 

candidates for District and Circuit Judges.  I 

explained that this would serve to alleviate 

the reluctance of attorney’s who quite 

understandably don’t want to campaign 

against judges who run the courts where they 

practice law.   

I also discussed last month the desire to see 

statistics about case load and average 

processing times.  I have heard warnings that 

one should avoid “hurrying” justice, but if 

similar statistics can be accessed for multiple 

counties, it should become relatively easy to 

see when a local court is having problems 

with its case load.   

Along with case processing times, would it 

help to post recidivism rates as well?  Having 

information about how often criminals repeat 

the crimes for which they’ve already been 

punished would be extremely valuable to 

voters deciding who should be their next 

judge, sheriff, and legislators.  The people 

who investigate crimes, those who decide 

their punishment, and the ones who write the 

laws must all be held accountable for how 

well they protect us from criminals who, if 

allowed, will repeatedly take more property 

and threaten our safety. 

In addition to statistics that tell voters how the 

courts are operating, would it be beneficial to 

have court dockets publicly posted and on the 

internet?  The Alabama legislature has a 

system where voters may check the status of 

any bill online and read the language that is 

being considered.  This system gives 

visibility to everyone of the changes and 

additions to our laws under consideration and 

tells how legislators voted.  It seems quite 

sensible to have a similar system for our 

courts so that residents may check at any time 

to see what cases are in front of the court and 

what is their status. 

Besides just posting the court docket, some 

courts have begun live-streaming court 

proceedings.  What better way could there be 

to provide transparency about our courts than 

to allow people to watch from anywhere?  

Below I have pasted a link to a slate.com 

article about courts in Texas who live-stream 

their proceedings.  Internet technology has 

allowed this service to become practical, and 

with the COVID-19 pandemic, it has become 

much more prevalent.  The evidence of 

existing court systems using this technology 

already should answer the questions that 
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always arise whenever a new idea comes 

along.  With an expanding number of 

government bodies, from county 

commissions to school boards live-streaming 

their proceedings, I think the best quest to ask 

is: Why not? 

https://slate.com/technology/2020/08/zoom-

courts-livestream-youtube.html 

Up to this point the focus has been mainly on 

the courts, but what about the sheriff’s 

department and law-enforcement?   

Once again, I think that transparency in the 

form of regular public access to information 

about individual crimes and crime rates could 

serve as a natural incentive for everyone 

involved, from each sheriff’s deputy to the 

district attorney, to bring their best talents to 

the effort to reduce crime and keep our 

county a secure place to live and work.  

Additionally, increased awareness of law-

enforcement activities will certainly serve to 

engage more law-abiding citizens in assisting 

in those efforts.  As residents become more 

aware, they will bring their own personal 

knowledge of particular situations that will 

certainly enhance deputy’s and investigator’s 

ability to seek out and stop criminal activity.   

It will be difficult to argue that more 

transparency wouldn’t be an improvement, 

but how best to provide this for the public?  

Again, like with the courts, the ability to 

provide information using the internet is a 

tool that must be exploited.  On the sheriff’s 

department website today, there is only 

general information about the department, its 

programs, and its services.  There is nothing 

that would indicate how well the sheriff is 

doing his job.  There should be information 

about crimes and arrests, along with 

information about trends, so that people 

know if things are getting better, or worse.  In 

addition to posting written information, video 

press-conferences and community updates 

should be posted where the sheriff could 

explain in detail his efforts and take questions 

from the press or individual residents. 

In summary, providing real transparency in 

the form of current and accessible 

information about criminal activity in our 

county, the efforts to discover and apprehend 

the criminals responsible for it, and the 

process by which they are held responsible by 

the courts, is something that Republicans can 

support as expectations for our next class of 

candidates.  The GOP is the Party of freedom, 

individual responsibility, and accountability 

in government.  As a Party we have cultivated 

a healthy skepticism of government, not 

believing, as the Democrats do, that we can 

somehow find sufficiently enlightened 

leaders who will eliminate inefficiency, 

waste, and corruption if we only give them 

enough authority and money.  Instead, I 

believe that our desire for reform in these 

systems can best be achieved in the sunlight 

of public discussion and debate among the 

responsible residents of our county.   

I’ll leave this part of this ongoing discussion 

with some words of our Colbert County 

Creed. 

We believe: 

…That all individuals are entitled to equal 

rights under our laws while they assume the 

responsibilities of citizens in a free society, 

That a proper judiciary administers the law 

following the strictest textual interpretation 

of each statute and legal precedent while 
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restricting the government’s impingement on 

individual liberty to the least extent 

possible… 

ALGOP Chairman Stands With AL 

Representative Shane Stringer (Mobile 

Co) After He Was Fired for His Political 

Position 

 

Can you believe that the “Cancel Culture” 

has arrived in Alabama?  Can you believe that 

a public servant, a law-enforcement officer, 

can be fired from his job for his political 

position?  Well, it is happening, as the story 

of AL Rep Mike Stringer and his former boss, 

Mobile Co Sheriff Sam Cochran, will attest. 

It turns out that Rep Stringer, along with 3rd 

district Rep Andrew Sorrell, sponsored 

House Bill 618 during this most recent 

legislative session. This bill, had it been 

enacted, would have eliminated the state’s 

ability to require residents to buy permits and 

pay fees before they can carry a firearm to 

protect themselves.  The synopsis of the bill 

that is published on the AL legislature’s 

website says: 

Under existing law, with exceptions, a person 

may not conceal a firearm on his or her 

person, or carry a pistol in his or her vehicle, 

without a permit. Also under existing law, 

when a person commits a crime of violence, 

the possession of a pistol without a permit is 

prima facie evidence of the intent to commit 

the crime.  (Interestingly, even though this 

language has been part of AL law since the 

‘30’s, the Court of Criminal Appeals, in 

Ercell MANUEL, Jr. v. STATE, Nov. 14, 

1997, held that: jury instruction stating that 

defendant’s possession of pistol without 

license was prima facie evidence of his 

intention to commit murder unless evidence 

which proved killing rebutted that 

presumption created mandatory rebuttable 

presumption that impermissibly relieved 

State of its burden of proof) 

  This bill would authorize individuals 

to carry a pistol or other firearm concealed 

or in a vehicle without a permit and would 

delete the presumption of intent to commit a 

crime of violence solely for not possessing a 

permit. 

  This bill would also revise the process 

by which a pistol seized in connection with a 

violation of Sections 13A-11-71 to 13A-11-

73, Code of Alabama 1975, is disposed of or 

returned to its owner.  

Apparently, Rep Stringers former boss, 

Mobile Co Sheriff Sam Cochran, didn’t like 

the idea of giving up the pistol permit 

business, which presumably is a good 

revenue stream of fee payments to his 

department, so he fired Stringer.  This is the 

same kind of behavior we have seen 

increasingly on the news and heard about in 

social media, but this is close to home and a 

very clear and direct example.  It is a case of 

a man losing his livelihood simply because he 
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took a position, in an official capacity as a 

state representative.  I can find nowhere that 

Officer Stringer refused to enforce the 

Sheriff’s permitting policies while on the job 

or disrespected his authority regarding this 

issue.  The firing seems to be entirely 

politically motivated. 

All of us should pay attention to this example 

and think about what it means.  To take 

actions that affect a person’s ability to 

provide for their family because they differ 

with one’s views on politics is weaponizing 

one’s authority to serve their ideology.  This 

is not the behavior of members of a civil 

society where policies can be debated with 

the majority ruling and everyone accepting 

the result.  This is instead yet another sign of 

a winner-takes-all ideology where the merits 

of one’s beliefs are no longer debatable, and 

those who disagree must be destroyed. 

I have included the text from Chairman 

Wahl’s press release supporting Rep 

Stringer, which was published on May 17th. 

To have a State Representative willing to 

stand up for people's constitutional rights 

and lose his job over it is incredibly brave 

and honorable. Rep. Shane Stringer is 

someone we should all rally around. He gave 

up his job in defense of the people of Alabama 

and the Alabama Republican Party is 100% 

behind him. 

"The party must remain true to our party 

platform – which supports the Second 

Amendment – and stand up to the cancel 

culture that is disrupting our society. 

Washington, D.C. is out of control, and we 

need leadership on the state level that will 

defend our rights. One of those fundamental 

rights is the ability to keep and bear arms. 

"The erosion of our constitutional rights is 

dangerous to our country and our freedoms. 

We need more leaders like Rep. Stringer who 

are willing to make incredible sacrifices on 

behalf of those they serve. -Chairman John 

Wahl 

Below is a link to a story which appeared on 

AL.com recently that gives more details 

about the firing of Captain/Representative 

Stringer. 

https://www.al.com/news/2021/05/mobile-

sheriff-state-lawmaker-not-longer-captain-

due-to-differing-political-views.html 

I am encouraged by Chairman Wahl’s bold 

support of a fellow Republican with his 

public statement, and I believe that this is a 

sign of his understanding of the fight that 

we’re in.  He realizes that the Democrats and 

the left-wing in the country and our state will 

not be satisfied with playing by the rules, but 

will resort to personal attacks and 

demonization to achieve their aims.  I am 

hopeful that he can help bring our cadre of 

elected Republicans to a closer resemblance 

of the consensus of members of the 

Republican Party and our voters.  We need 

this to happen in 2022. 

I recently 

attended a 

reception for 

Chairman Wahl 

in his native 

Limestone 

County, where I 

took the 

opportunity to 

help sponsor this 

event.  Other 

CCREC 
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members also attended, including vice-chair 

John Lackey, and David Black. 

Limestone is one of the top 100 fastest 

growing counties in the entire Nation and I 

believe that residents of our county will 

benefit greatly from increasing political 

bonds and enhanced business and social 

relationships between them and us.  I have 

high hopes for what our Party can achieve 

with a leader from North Alabama at the helm 

for the next two years! 

CCREC Dues are Payable for 2021 

We are making progress, but there are some 

members who still need to submit their dues 

payment for 2021.   

Please recall that dues are also payable for 

Associate Members.  The amount for 2021 

was set by the CCREC in the January meeting 

at $25.   

Either CCREC or Associate Members may 

pay their dues with cash or check by bringing 

it directly to the next CCREC meeting, or 

mailing it to: 

CCREC 

P.O. Box 4201 

Muscle Shoals, AL  35662 
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